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REPERTOIRE BECOMES US 
The Importance of Choosing Quality Repertoire 

1. LAYING THE GROUNDWORK

“Tell me what you eat and I will tell you what you are.” 
—Anthelme Brillat-Savarin (1826)1 

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.” 
—Will Durant (not Aristotle) (1926)2 

“There are simply two kinds of music, good music and the other kind…the only yardstick by which the 
result should be judged is simply that of how it sounds. If it sounds good, it’s successful; if it doesn’t it has 
failed.” 
—Duke Ellington (1962)3 

2. REVEALING THE BACKGROUND: WHY IS QUALITY IMPORTANT?

“Children should be taught with only the most musically valuable materials. For the young, only the best is 
good enough. They should be led to masterpieces by means of masterpieces.” 
—Zoltán Kodály4 

“A student’s potential for developing high musical taste, values, and appreciation is much greater when 
he/she studies, performs, and consumes high quality music and not ‘junk food’-quality music. Teachers 
who teach English Literature have their students read novels written by the best authors in the English
language.…Likewise, school music teachers/band directors should have their students play pieces written 
by the best composers of music…” 
—Frank Battisti (2018)5 

The Perennial Repertoire Crises
For more than a century, the band community has experienced waves of crises related to the repertoire. At 
various points in time—and sometimes simultaneously—thought leaders have wrestled with: 

• A dearth of quality music—old or new.
• The lack of an established and substantial repertoire.
• The need to create (or find) a repertoire.
• The desire to commission the great composers of today.
• The motivation to premiere and perform new music—i.e., to create a “living repertoire.”

The Ongoing Repertoire Paradox 
We have managed—through recognizing and addressing these crises—to trap ourselves in an endless 
paradox:  

• In the effort to establish a repertoire of quality music, we must necessarily commission, premiere,
and perform new music;

• In that search to create new music that builds a standard repertoire, we have emphasized new music
to the detriment of older (and in our profession, ten years is old!) music;

• In emphasizing new repertoire, we haven’t repeated music enough to establish a standard repertoire.

Regardless of these concerns, our music—be it ancient, a few years old, or brand new—should be of the 
highest possible quality. If we conductors are teachers—and to be sure, all conductors are teachers—the 
repertoire we select is the curriculum. We should then approach our responsibility like our colleagues in 
literature arts—for we conductors are teachers of literature—and ensure our students are studying the 
best the art has to offer.  
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We should ask ourselves: 
Who are our William Shakespeares? Our Emily Dickinsons? Our James Baldwins? Our Louisa May Alcotts? 
Who are our Colson Whiteheads? Our Amanda Gormans? Our David Foster Wallaces? Our Judy Blumes?

A New Golden Age of Repertoire
Since the 1990s there has been consistent growth in quality, complexity, ingenuity, and diversity in the 
repertoire—and it doesn’t appear to show any signs of slowing.

3. DEFINING THE CONCEPT: WHAT IS QUALITY?

“A repertoire is a collection of works that have earned the respect and appreciation of conductors, 
players, and audiences and are played over and over.” 
—Frank Battisti (2018)6 

Literature: 1a: writing in prose or verse, especially: writings having excellence of form or expression 
and expressing ideas of permanent or universal interest 
3: the aggregate of a usually specified type of musical compositions 

Repertoire: 1a: a list or supply of dramas, operas, pieces, or parts that a company or person is prepared 
to perform 
2a: the complete list or supply of dramas, operas, or musical works available for 
performance 

Quality: 2a: degree of excellence 
2b: superiority in kind7 

Serious Artistic Merit: One Way to Define Quality 
“Quality” in art is difficult to define in objective ways. In what remains one of the most 
successful attempts—and especially in reference to band music—Acton Ostling, Jr. in 1978 developed the 
idea of “Serious Artistic Merit”: 

Serious: The word “serious” is used in its meaning as demanding earnest application, requiring 
considerable care and thought, sincerely motivated, important, and significant. It is not 
used in a grave or somber context and can therefore include the cheerful and/or humorous 
vein which is not trivial. 

Artistic: The adjective “artistic” is used in its meaning as conformable to the standards of art, 
characterized by taste, discrimination, judgement, and skill in execution, satisfying 
aesthetic requirement—modern dictionaries still giving the preferred definition of aesthetic 
or relating to a sense of the beautiful. 

Merit: The noun “merit” is used in its meaning as a claim to commendation, excellence in quality, 
and deserving esteem.8 

4. DOING THE WORK: HOW TO SEEK AND DETERMINE QUALITY

“Only the educated are free.” 
—Epictetus9 

“The happiness of your life depends upon the quality of your thoughts: therefore, guard accordingly, and 
take care that you entertain no notions unsuitable to virtue and reasonable nature.” 
—Marcus Aurelius10 

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.” 
—Will Durant (not Aristotle) (1926)11 
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“Music serves best when its integrity as an art is maintained. Music of all periods, styles, forms, and cultures 
belongs in the curriculum. The musical repertory should be expanded to involve music of our time in its 
rich variety, including currently popular teenage music and avant-garde music, American folk music, and 
the music of other cultures.” 
— From the Tanglewood Symposium Declaration of 196812 

Conductors are artist-teachers. In selecting repertoire, our goal is twofold: we must choose art—music—
that teaches.  

It is possible to choose music that teaches that isn’t art.  
It is impossible to choose music that is artful that doesn’t teach. 

Quality as Determined by Others: The Beginning But Not the End 
Acton Ostling, Criteria of Serious Artistic Merit (1978) 
In his study—since replicated by Jay Gilbert in 1993 and Clifford Towner in 2011—Ostling set out 
to develop criteria for determining Serious Artistic Merit: 

1. The composition has form—not “a form” but form—and reflects a proper balance between
repetition and contrast.

2. The composition reflects shape and design, and creates the impression of conscious choice and
judicious arrangement on the part of the composer.

3. The composition reflects craft in orchestration, demonstrating a proper balance between
transparent and tutti scoring, and also between solo and group colors.

4. The composition is sufficiently unpredictable to preclude an immediate grasp of its musical
meaning.

5. The route through which the composition travels in initiating its musical tendencies and probable
musical goals is not completely direct and obvious.

6. The composition is consistent in its quality throughout its length and in its various sections.
7. The composition is consistent in its style, reflecting a complete grasp of technical details, clearly

conceived ideas, and avoids lapses into trivial, futile, or unsuitable passages.
8. The composition reflects ingenuity in its development, given the stylistic context in which it exists.
9. The composition is genuine in idiom, and is not pretentious.
10. The composition reflects a musical validity which transcends factors of historical importance, or

factors of pedagogical usefulness.13

Frank Battisti, The New Winds of Change (2018) 
1. Select pieces that are interesting; that are imaginative in development of some or all of their

musical elements—melody, harmony, texture, rhythm, form, etc. The pieces should provide
opportunities for the teaching of musical concepts such as form/construction, style, etc.

2. As much as possible, select pieces that have interesting individual parts. Students like to play
pieces that allow them to be “part of the action.” Tubas like to play melodies as well as bass lines;
Horns like to play more than off-beats. Choose music that will help each student grow musically
and technically (examine the individual parts). [Was this achievable with pandemic challenges?]

3. Select pieces that fit the instrumentation of the ensemble. However, if a conductor-teacher wants
to perform an excellent work that requires an instrument (or two) that they do not have in their
ensemble, they should consider performing it if a reasonable substitution can be made for the
missing instrument(s) that doesn’t violate the musical integrity of the piece. (Note: Creating a fully
instrumented ensemble should be a priority objective for all band directors since most of the
medium’s important works require a fully instrumented ensemble.) [Again: was this achievable/
necessary with pandemic challenges?]

4. Select pieces in which the elements of music are integrated and developed creatively and have
the potential for evocating feelings and conveying expressive meaning to the students.

5. Avoid selecting pieces in which the technical demands are excessive. This creates the need to
expend excessive amounts of time “drilling the notes” and hinders the truly “collaborative music-
making” experiences students should have. Excessive technical demands also can prevent students
from achieving a “high plateau of expressiveness” in their performances.
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6. Select pieces that encompass a variety of styles—contemporary, avant-garde, Renaissance,
Baroque, Romantic, Jazz, Popular, etc. This makes the teaching of history and musical styles
possible. [And music of other cultures, too; and Pop/Rock, if approached artfully and idiomatically
to the ensemble.]

7. Select pieces that have a variety of textures ranging from thinly scored passages (solo and small
group instrumentation) to those scored for the full ensemble.14

Ray Cramer, “Our GPS for Success: It’s All About the Literature!” from Teaching Music through 
Performance in Band, Volume 1 Revised Edition (2010) 

“Does the music have: 
1. A well-conceived formal structure?
2. Creative melodies and counter-lines?
3. Harmonic imagination?
4. Rhythmic vitality?
5. Contrast in all musical elements?
6. Scoring which best represents the full potential for beautiful tone and timbre?
7. An emotional impact?15

Thomas Dvorak, Robert Grechesky, Gary Ciepluch, Best Music for High School Band (1993) 
Criteria for Music Selection: 
1. Compositions must exhibit a high degree of compositional craft.
2. Compositions must contain important musical constructs necessary for the development of

musicianship.
3. Compositions must exhibit an orchestration that, within the restrictions associated with a

particular grade level, encourage musical independence both of individuals and sections.16

State and Festival Lists
These can be helpful—and certainly always interesting—to see what music these organizations recognize 
as quality repertoire. Be sure to note criteria: who and what determined inclusion? Is it a selective list 
(limited number of pieces each year) or a massive list (no pieces are rotated off, just added to the list)? 
Also note the grading system, which will reveal the subjective nature of grading in general, but also may 
suggest differences in expectations and values.

Publisher and Store Catalogs: A Cautionary Tale 
Publishing companies and music stores are businesses. Their existence depends on selling their music. 
This may be an unfair statement, but one that has been proven to me through experience: the number of 
exclamation points in the description may be inversely proportionate to the quality of the piece!!! 

Teaching Music through Performance in Band (1997–now) 
First published in 1997 by GIA Publications, the purpose is to present in each volume the best the 
repertoire has to offer—twenty pieces per grade level for one hundred pieces total. Each of the one 
hundred pieces has a teacher’s resource guide that helps the conductor study the work and teach it to their 
students.  

The project is unique in that it is published by a music publisher with virtually no band music in their 
catalog—the series is not an advertisement for their holdings. With Volume 12 (published March 2021), 
it brings the grand total to 1200 pieces—240 pieces per grade level (grades 2–6). Resource recordings 
(the vast majority by the North Texas Wind Symphony) exist for volumes 1–10, Beginning Band 1 & 2, 
Middle School Band, Marches, and a new resource: Teaching Music through Performance in Band Video 
Rehearsal Series. 

Quality as Determined by You 
“Choosing music is the single most important thing a band director can do, and is the only thing a 
band director can do alone....the music we choose today can affect students forever.” 
—Frederick Fennell (1993)17 
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Growing the Quality of our Music and our Musicking 
To remain vital and valid, conductors must always seek growth. One way to grow is to continue to cultivate 
taste. This will make our ability to identify quality—not to mention our teaching, conducting, and 
musicking—richer. We should extend this cultivation of quality to all aspects of art—painting, 
sculpture, film, literature, architecture, food, fashion—and life in general. The choice of great music can 
help cultivate this taste for quality in our students, too. 

To Be a Curator, Be a Consumer: Some Suggestions for Consumption 
Here are some ways to go about developing as a Consumer of Great Art to become a Curator of Great Art 
to our students. 

1. Listen to great music—not only band music—from our time and before. Listen to music beyond
the Western classical tradition.

2. Experience great art, including other performance art and visual art.
3. Read great literature from our time and before. Read literature beyond American or English

authors.
4. Listen to and watch great recordings. Choose only the best recordings, to build your ear and

expectations.
5. Study great music—not only band music, and not only music your ensemble can perform—stretch

your knowledge and musicality.
6. Apply others’—Ostling’s, Battisti’s Cramer’s, Dvorak’s, etc.—criteria for quality.
7. Develop your own criteria for quality. Internalize the criteria—develop a “taste for quality”—and

it becomes more instinctual.

5. QUESTIONING THE CRITERIA

Quality = Difficulty = Quality?
Does something of quality have to be difficult? Does something of difficulty mean it is quality?

“I Just Like It…”: Is That Enough? 
Maybe...; you it to yourself to measure your intuition against criteria, to reinforce your instincts, and to 
find out why you sense quality.

Does Every Piece Have to Meet All the Criteria?
Not necessarily—it may be possible for a piece to exhibit many of the criteria but not all, and still be 
considered to have Serious Artistic Merit.

A New Criterion: Diversity of Repertoire & Programming
Even if Diversity is not a criterion of Quality Repertoire, 
Diversity—in all of its forms—should be a criterion of Quality Programming. 

Other Criteria for Music Selection & The COVID Challenge
Sometimes we select music for reasons other than to perform music of Serious Artistic Merit. Regardless if 
the music is functional or entertainment, continue to strive for the highest quality while fulfilling these 
other necessary criteria.

Some Final Thoughts 
We are what we eat. : We are what we play. 

Physical health is the result of diet (nutrition) and exercise. : 
Musical health is the result of repertoire and pedagogy. 

Who determines quality? You determine quality! 
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6. CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION: THE SEARCH IS NEVER FINISHED!
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Conversational Solfege

The 12-step Conversational Solfege curriculum is a 
unique pedagogical approach for teaching music 
literacy to 2nd through 8th grade students. With 
this approach, music literacy starts with great 
literature and an “ear-before-eye” philosophy 
that correlates with the Core National
Standards for Music Education. Great songs are 
broken down into their basic components and 
then reassembled so students can apply greater 
musical understanding.

Level 1:
G-5380 Teacher’s Manual .   .   .   .   .   . $48 .95

G-5380FL  Flashcards  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 40 .95

G-5380S  Student Book  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15 .50

CD-526 Classical Music CD .   .   .   .   .   . 15 .95

Level 2:
G-5381 Teacher’s Manual .   .   .   .   .   . $49 .95

G-5381FL  Flashcards  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 79 .95

G-5381S  Student Book  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18 .95

CD-527 Classical Music CD .   .   .   .   .   . 15 .95

Level 3:
G-5382 Teacher’s Manual .   .   .   .   .   . $69 .95

CD-1050  Classical Music CD .   .   .   .   .   . 15 .95

(Each CD is also available as an MP3 download.)

Conversational Solfege
Explained DVD
John Feierabend presents 6 hours of instruction 
on the history, philosophy, and pedagogy of 
Conversational Solfege and demonstrates the 
many fun and effective techniques for teaching 
all 12 steps in each of the 13 units.

DVD-946  2-DVD Set   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $34 .95
  (Also available as a streaming video.)

G-7594  Conversational Solfege

Sign Pack  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . $30 .00

Teaching Music 
through

Performance in Band
Video Rehearsal Series

Volume 12, Grade 2
North Texas Wind Orchestra
Andrew Trachsel, conductor

Volume 12, Grade 3
North Texas Wind Symphony

Eugene Migliaro Corporon, conductor

This extraordinary video series is a true in-depth 
masterclass for some of the most significant 
works for wind band published for Grades 2 and 
3 in recent years, prepared by Andrew Trachsel 
and Eugene Corporon and performed by their 
world-famous ensembles.
     Each 30-minute video shows Trachsel and 
Corporon hone and shape a work from the land-
mark resource Teaching Music through Perfor-
mance in Band, Volume 12. These masterclasses 
are a golden opportunity to learn from the best 
about how to interpret these works, and the mag-
ic of their conducting is universal and applicable 
to ensembles of all skill levels.

Each Grade 2 work
30-minute video . . . . . . . . . $7.00 ea.

Each Grade 3 work        
30-minute video . . . . . . . . . $7.00 ea.

Teaching Music 
through

Performance
in Band
Vol. 12

G-10349  hardcover, 
     1,100+ pages . . . . . . . $59.95

NORTH TEXAS CONDUCTORS COLLEGIUM
June 12–23, 2023

windstudies.music.unt.edu/conductors-collegium




